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 IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS  

       AT BILASIPARA 
  

   

     PRESENT :      Smt. Mridusmita Hazarika, AJS  

                         Judicial Magistrate First Class,  

         Bilasipara, Dhubri 
                           
 
                            G.R.Case No. 97 of 2009. 
                               
           State of Assam 

                                                V/S 

Din Dayal Tewari 

                          (Under section 279/337/304(A)/427 of the Indian Penal Code) 

        
        

        Offence explained on: 29-03-2018.   
 
        Evidence recorded on: 21-6-2018, 13-7-2018.   
 
        Statements recorded on: 20-03-2019.   
 
        Arguments heard on: 20-03-2019.   
 
        Judgment delivered on: 20-3-2019.    
     
        Advocate for the Prosecution: Mr. Sorhab Ali Sheikh, Ld. Asst.P.P. 
 
       Advocate for the accused: Mr. Jahangir Alom Sk.    

                                           
                                              
 

             J U D G M E N T 
 
        Prosecution Case in Brief: 
 

1. Prosecution case is launched on the basis of FIR dtd.27.5.2009 lodged by the 

informant Md. Sabul Hoque stating inter alia that on 25.5.2009 at around 8-00 

p.m. while his sons namely Omar Faruk, aged 9 years & Shahruk Hoque, aged 

13 years, were going towards Chapar in a TATA INDICA vehicle bearing regd. 

No.AS-19B-7250, the driver of truck bearing regd. No.NL-01D-5352 in rash and 

negligent manner had hit the said INDICA vehicle near Roumari. As a result, 

both the sons of the informant and driver of INDICA vehicle got serious injuries. 

The injured were immediately taken to the hospital but Omar Faruk died on the 
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way to the hospital. Shahruk Hoque was referred to Bongaigaon for better 

treatment. Hence this case.  

2. On the basis of written Ejahar, Officer In Charge, Chapar P.S. registered the 

same as Chapar P.S case no. 84/2009 against the accused person u/s 

279/337/338/304(A)/427 IPC and I/O accordingly launched the investigation.  

After completion of investigation, the I/O finally submitted charge sheet against 

the accused u/s 279/337/304(A)/427 of the IPC. 

3. After filing of charge sheet, cognizance of offence was taken and accused was 

summoned. On appearance of the accused, necessary documents were 

furnished to him in compliance of section 207 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

After perusal of the materials on record and after hearing both sides, particulars 

of offences u/s 279/337/304(A)/427 of the IPC were explained to the accused 

to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. Prosecution examined as many as 5(five) witnesses during course of trial. 

Material witnesses were duly cross-examined by the defense and thereafter 

discharged. 

5. On closure of prosecution evidence, accused was examined U/S 313 of the 

Criminal Procedure Code wherein he denied all the incriminating questions put 

to him. On being asked, accused declined to lead defense evidence.  

6. I heard the argument advanced by the learned counsel for the accused and Ld. 

Asst.P.P.   

7. Perused the materials available in the record. Upon hearing both the parties and 

on perusal of the record, the following points are formulated for proper 

adjudication of the case: 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Point No.1: Whether the accused person, on 25.5.2009 at around 8-00 p.m., 

at Roumari, under Chapar P.S. endangered the life of victims namely Omar Faruk 

(now deceased), Shahruk Hoque, both are the sons of the informant & driver 

of INDICA bearing regd. No.AS-19B-7250 by driving the truck bearing 

registration No- NL-01D-5352   in a manner so rash or negligent as to endanger 

their life, and thereby committed an offence punishable under section 279 of 

IPC?  

Point No.2: Whether the accused person on the same date, time and place 

caused hurt to the victims namely Omar Faruk (now deceased), Shahruk Hoque, 

both are the sons of the informant & driver of INDICA bearing regd. No.AS-19B-

7250 by driving the truck bearing registration No- NL-01D-5352 so rashly and 

negligently as to endanger their life or personal safety, and thereby committed 
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an offence punishable under section 337 of IPC? 

Point No.3: Whether the accused on the same date, time and place caused 

death of one Omar Faruk, son of the informant by driving a truck bearing 

registration No.NL-01D-5352 in rash and negligent manner and thereby 

committed the offence punishable under section 304(A) of the IPC? 

Point No. 4: Whether the accused on the same date, time and place voluntarily 

caused damage to the vehicle bearing registration No. AS-19B-7250 to the 

amount of Rs. 50 or upwards and thereby committed the offence punishable 

U/S 427 of the IPC? 

 

                     DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

8. For the purpose of bringing more clarity in the discussion, I deem it fit to 

reproduce here the relevant testimonies of prosecution witnesses 

9. PW-1, the informant Sabul Hoque in his examination in chief deposed that the 

incident took place about 9 years back at night. At the time of occurrence, he 

was working in a garage at Roumari. Upon hearing hulla he rushed to the place 

of occurrence and found that his sons namely Omar Faruk and Shahruk had met 

with an accident. As a result of the accident Omar Faruk died at the spot and 

Shahruk Hoque got serious injury. PW-1 exhibited the FIR as Ext-1 and his 

signature as Ext-1(1). During cross-examination PW-1 deposed that he did not 

see the occurrence.                    

10. PW-2, Bodiuz Zaman in his examination in chief deposed that Shahruk died in 

an accident took place near Pakritol, Roumari. During cross-examination PW-2 

deposed that he did not know as to how the vehicle had met with the accident 

and he also did not see the occurrence.  

11. PW-3, Amzad Ali in his examination in chief deposed that he heard about death 

of informant’s son as a result of collision between two vehicles.  During cross-

examination PW-3 deposed that he was not present at the place of occurrence 

when the accident had taken place.  

12. PW-4, Somezuddin expressed his total ignorance about the alleged occurrence.  

13. PW-5, Dr. Abul Kalam Azad in his examination in chief deposed that on 26-05-

2009, he was posted at Chapar CHC as Medical Officer and on that day, in 

reference to the Chapar P.S. case No.84/2009, he medically examined one Arnal 

Patgiri, who was brought with the alleged history of road traffic accident on 

25.5.2009. On examination, abrasion and swelling over on right leg were found. 

The patient complained pain on chest but on examination no external injury 

was found. Injury was simple caused by blunt force impact. PW-5 exhibited the 
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medical report as Exhibit 2 and his signature as Exbt-2(1). During cross-

examination PW-5 deposed that the patient was not escorted by police. PW-5 

further deposed that injury was fresh and as per his report age of injury was of 

72 hrs. The nature of injury mentioned in Exbt-2 might be caused by falling.    

14. Now let me state the relevant provisions of law in the instant case. Section 279 

of the IPC prescribes punishment for rash and negligent driving on public road. 

Section 279 reads as follows: 

Rash driving or riding on a public way.—Whoever drives any vehicle, 

or rides, on any public way in a manner so rash or negligent as to 

endanger human life, or to be likely to cause hurt or injury to any other 

person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 

a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may 

extend to one thousand rupees, or with both. 

15. Section 337 of the IPC reads as follows:  

Causing hurt by act endangering life or personal safety of others.—

Whoever causes hurt to any person by doing any act so rashly or 

negligently as to endanger human life, or the personal safety of 

others, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 

a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may 

extend to five hundred rupees, or with both. 

16. Section 304(A) IPC reads as follows: 

Section 304(A) Causing death by negligence.—Whoever causes the 

death of any person by doing any rash or negligent act not amounting 

to culpable homicide, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or 

with both. 

17. Section 427 of the IPC prescribes punishment for mischief when the damage is 

of 50 or upwards. Section 427 of the IPC reads as follows: 

18. Mischief causing damage to the amount of fifty rupees.—whoever 

commits mischief and thereby causes loss or damage to the amount 

of fifty rupees or upwards, shall be punished with imprisonment of 

either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with 

fine, or with both. 

19. From careful reading of the above provisions of law it appears to me that 

prosecution must prove the following facts in order to establish the guilt of 

accused U/S 279/337/304-A/427 of the IPC. 

A.That the accused drove the offended vehicle at public road. 
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B.That the vehicle was driven in rash and negligent manner which resulted 

death of victim  

C.That the accused intentionally caused damage to the vehicles bearing no 

AS17B-1099 and AS17B-913 and the damage was of Rs. 50 or upwards. 

20. Now coming to the instant case, it is apparent from the record that the driving 

of offended vehicle by the accused is not proved by the prosecution. Prosecution 

has not produced any direct evidence to prove the fact that accused was driving 

the offended vehicle at the relevant point of time.  The PW 1 admittedly did not 

see the occurrence and the other witnesses also did not state a single word 

regarding involvement of accused with the alleged offence. Hence I have arrived 

at the considered opinion that prosecution has failed to prove the driving of 

offended vehicle by the accused at the time of occurrence.  

21. So far as the fact of rash and negligent driving by the accused is concerned, 

none of the PWs deposed that accused was driving the offended vehicle rashly 

and negligently at the time of occurrence. It appears from the record that none 

of the PWs saw the alleged occurrence. There is also nothing in the record to 

prove that the alleged incident took place as a result of rash and negligent 

driving.  

22. Thus, in absence of any concrete proof of rash and negligent driving by the 

accused, he cannot be booked U/S 279/337/304(A)/427 of the IPC.  

23. Accordingly accused person namely Din Dayal Tewari is held not guilty for 

commission of offences U/S 279/337/304(A)/427 of the Indian Penal Code. 

                                           

                                  O R D E R 

24. In view of the above, accused person namely Din Dayal Tewari is acquitted. 

25. Set the accused person at liberty forthwith.  

26. Bail bond for the accused person is extended for six months.  

27. The case is disposed of on contest accordingly. 

28. Given under my hand and seal on this 20th day of March, 2019 at Bilasipara, 

Dhubri.   

 
 

                                                                                    (Smt. M. Hazarika) 
                                                                  Judicial Magistrate First Class 

                                                                           Bilasipara, Dhubri 
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                                        APPENDIX 

  
              A. WITNESS OF PROSECUTION:  

1. P.W.1: Sabul Hoque  
2. P.W.2: Bodiuz Zaman  
3. P.W.3: Amzad Ali 
4. P.W.4: Somezuddin 
5. P.W.5: Dr. Abul Kalam Azad 

 
            

            B. EXHIBITS OF PROSECUTION: 
                           1. Exhibit 1: FIR/Ejahar 
        2. Exbt.1(1): Signature of PW-1. 
            3. Ext.2     : Medical report. 
                           4. Exbt.2(1): Signature of PW-5. 
                    
 

 C. WITNESS OF DEFENCE: Nil 
 
  D. EXHIBITS OF DEFENCE: Nil 
    

 
  
       
 
                                                                                                     Smt. M. Hazarika  

                                                                              Judicial Magistrate First Class 

                                                                                               Bilasipara, Dhubri 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


